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The digital age has impacted all areas of our
lives, par!cularly how we shop. The rise of
e-commerce has changed consumer habits
completely, encouraging bricks and mortar
stores to keep up. It’s not only stores that have
to revolu!onise to compete – all areas of
shopper marke!ng are looking for innova!ve
ways to stay relevant in the future.
As consumers, we’re now used to the
convenience of online shopping and are reluctant
to exert more energy than necessary. The
meteoric rise of e-commerce has encouraged
tradi!onal stores to try to replicate its ease and
simplicity. This can be done with something as
simple as layout – the more eﬃcient the space
is to navigate, the more likely customers are to
find and, most importantly, buy their products.
Whilst shops are in need of revitalisa!on,
brands also have to be progressive. There are
more op!ons available to shoppers than ever
before, so even household favourites need to
stand out from the crowd. Packaging plays an
important role in selling brands, and this, too,
has been advanced. Research into packaging
and branding has been modernised, using eyetracking and EEG technologies to monitor
reac!ons in order to market products in the
most scien!fic way possible.

It seems that our shopping experience will
become increasingly high-tech as !me goes on.
The future of in-store shopping will be in the
palm of our hands. Soon, everything we need
from targeted vouchers to payment will be
available on our smart phones or wearables,
ac!vated as we walk around the shop.
Whilst the Internet and technology is causing
waves in the shopper marke!ng industry, it’s
important to remember who is being marketed
to. Fundamentally, brand loyalty is the aim, and
this can’t be achieved without the consumer in
mind. When it comes to achieving loyalty, a
personal touch can go a long way. More families
are sharing responsibili!es, so men are now
being taken into considera!on when marke!ng
household supplies and groceries. Similarly,
some!mes face-to-face interac!on with wellplaced experien!al marke!ng can make as
much of an impact as scien!fic advances.
In this essays collec!on, you’ll hear from
experts on how Shopper Marke!ng is changing
across the globe, where the technology is
heading and how stores and brands are
keeping up.
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Brigada
Shoppers are humans too
In retail, the power of space is o#en underes!mated. Space is the
key touchpoint between the brand and its audience and, when
done right, it eﬀec!vely embodies the brand and facilitates the
purchasing process. Most consumer behaviour studies show that
the vast majority of us (more than 70%) make our purchasing
decisions at the point of sale, in front of the shelf displaying the
merchandise. So what persuades us to make those decisions?
Cleverly designed packaging, adver!sing campaigns, branded
displays, shelf liners, in-store promo!ons, discounts? They all
serve their purpose, but other important factors influence our
customer journey and decision-making process, and they have
almost nothing to do with the brands or their marke!ng strategies.
Rather, they have a lot to do with us as human beings.

1. ENTRANCE - Can the main departments (or areas) be easily
iden!fied? Do I know where I need to go?

Let’s not forget that shoppers are humans too. They are not just
sta!s!cs, numbers in the monthly sales report, conversion rates
or target groups. Not only do they have specific needs, wishes,
dreams or disappointments, they are above all physical beings in
a physical space. They have to move through the space without
fric!on, know where they are and where they want to be, have
enough room to pass through the aisle, have privacy when
choosing in!mate products or an audience when choosing a status
symbol, and be able to easily pay for the products and carry them
out of the store with pride. Essen!ally, shopping is a change in
ownership where retail design concepts serve as a stage for this
ancient ritual.

5. CHECK OUT - How simple it is to become the owner of the
product? Where do I pay for this?

Almost all recent discussions about retail try to define what the
future of the brick and mortar store is, how online stores are
succeeding, and in what ways the concept of online shopping
should be implemented in order to save physical stores. So far,
we’ve seen touch screens, digital displays, scanners, sensors and
QR codes added to classic displays, cash registers and shopping
carts. Most of these hi-tech addi!ons remain just a nice novelty
and don’t actually improve the shopping experience. They just
end up adding more steps to the customer journey instead of
reducing them.

Filling the good old brick and mortar store with screens connected
to the online one just doesn’t work. What does work is analysing
what customers love about e-commerce and why. A successful
online store is simple, intui!ve and easy to navigate. Why couldn’t
classic stores follow the same recipe for success? Think of it as a
five-step process that a browsing customer has to go through to
become a sa!sfied shopper:

2. DEPARTMENT - Are the categories inside of the department
(or an area) easy to detect? Where is the range of product
I am looking for placed?
3. DISPLAY - How intui!ve is it to compare diﬀerent products
inside the range? Can I easily explore all the op!ons in front
of me?
4. PRODUCT - Is it easy to explore the product, touch it, interact
with it, smell it, or put it back and take a diﬀerent one? Am I
sure this is the right product for me?

In a good store concept that eﬀec!vely covers these five steps,
the store itself becomes part of the sales force by providing
shoppers with all the basic informa!on they need to get to the
products. This allows sales staﬀ to do what no online store can
– turn shopping into a personal experience.

“A successful online store is simple, intui!ve and
easy to navigate. Why couldn’t classic stores follow
the same recipe for success?”
The right retail concept should be based on a thorough
analyses performed by a team of ‘people researchers’ and
‘space researchers’ working together. At Brigada, a joint team
of behaviourists and architects delivers the full picture of why
someone does something somewhere and pinpoints the main
drivers for their ac!ons. One of the first ‘all inclusive’ store
concepts we developed was for the Swedish telecom company
Tele2. The brief was clear and our analysis gave us great
insights, and in collabora!on with our sister adver!sing agency
Bruketa&Zinic OM, we created one of the first regional store
concepts based on our findings. In record !me, all the goals set by
the clients were met and exceeded, and the store concept worked
so well that it was implemented in exis!ng stores throughout the
country and in the new stores that followed.
Since then, Brigada and Bruketa&ZinicOM, together with our
sister agencies around the world, have implemented a number of
similarly successful concepts based on our understanding of space
and its impact on customers. Working with our sister agencies,
we address all communica!on levels from ATL/BTL to the point of
purchase and ensure that our clients are using space in the most
eﬀec!ve way possible.
…
Damjan Gerber is Crea!ve Director of Brigada.
Brigada is part of Bruketa&Zinic OM group, Zagreb, Croa!a
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Brick & BrickPack
Pursuing superior packaging
The rates in diﬀerent sources change from 60% to 85%; but it is
clear that purchase decision is made at point of sale, in front of
the shelf, in an average of 10-20 seconds !me. It is evident that
brand iden!ty and package design drive this crucial dynamic.
In terms of brand equity, unaided awareness tests show that
consumers recall more about the package than they do about the
adver!sing or promo!ons. Equity tests confirm that consumers
recall the color of a package first, the shape or structure second
and the style of a brand's logo third. This proves the most
recognized components are design-related. 100% of poten!al
buyers are exposed to the package in sales point. See it. Touch
it. Bring it home. Interac!on with the brand through packaging
con!nues !ll the product finishes. Some!mes even a#er that
if the pack oﬀers an extra func!on.

“in terms of brand equity, unaided awareness tests
show that consumers recall more about the package
than they do about the adver!sing or promo!ons”
No other form of communica!on can claim such impact. That's
why packaging should be placed in the heart of the brand
communica!on process. Having scien!fic data and insights,
exper!se in consumer and shopper communica!ons, talent in
design and art and know-how in technical issues are essen!al
for eﬀec!ve package results. BRICKPACK runs a process that
collaborates all these func!ons in order to create winner packs.
Five stages of the BRICKPACK process are Analysis, Strategy,
Design, Implementa!on and Produc!on. Several tools and
instruments are developed for Analysis (POS ANALYSIS,
PACK ANALYSIS, MESSAGING PYRAMID, MESSAGING SYSTEM,
CONCEPTBOARDS, BRAND PROPERTIES FRAMEWORK) and
Strategy (LOOK AND FEEL CODES, DESIGN INSPIRATION BOARD,
FORM AND STRUCTURE EXPLORATION) stages in order to
understand fundamentals (product, consumer, shopper, brand
proper!es and compe!!on) deeply, explore consumer insights,
inform and inspire designers.

While running this linear process, which helped us to end up with
many successful and eﬀec!ve packs, we were in search of a more
compact, shopper derived packaging model. This new model had
to provide us an even stronger compe!!ve edge through scien!fic
base. It had to be a more compact and holis!c process establishing
a more close interac!on and feedback mechanism between
Analysis, Strategy and Design stages.

We collaborated with NeuroMark, a neuromarke!ng research
company using EEG and Eye-tracker technologies in concept
tes!ng, ad analysis and consumer percep!on analysis. We
combined their exper!se with our know-how in packaging and
shopper marke!ng and came up with a brand new model called:
Superior Pack Test.

The model consists of three phases:
1. Explora!on,
2. Strategic Direc!on and Design development
3. Shelf Simula!on and Pack Test through neuromarke!ng.
In the explora!on phase, the category, product and brand
percep!ons are examined deeply. Ideal category package view
of the consumer is determined, cri!cs and expecta!ons are
understood. Compe!tors' pros and cons as well as diﬀeren!ators
are explored. In the second phase based on the qualita!ve research
outputs, brand proper!es and new pack's objec!ves, the concepts
for the new pack are determined. New designs reflec!ng those
concepts are created and mockups are produced for the shelf
simula!on. Finally in the third phase, scores of the compe!tor
packs vs. our new pack alterna!ves in diﬀerent aspects are
measured and compared in a shelf simula!on, using eye-tracker
and EEG technologies.

Superior Pack Test successfully determines which packs are
superior in terms of visibility, engagement and persuasion. Within
75% scien!fic reliability, it proves which of our new design is
superior compared to others and compared to compe!tors. It also
gives the opportunity to see the performances in diﬀerent stages
of shopper experience (visibility, engagement, persuasion) and
provides the feedback to enhance the current designs and end
up with winner packs in every sense.
…
Tolga Gumusay is the Founder and Managing Director
of Brick & BrickPack, Istanbul, Turkey
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The BIO Agency
Future-proofing your store
for the digital shopper
When it comes to retail, the future is now; UK consumers are
predicted to spend on average £1,174 each online this year, which
is more than any other European country. Online retail is set to
rise by 18.4% in 2015 as in-store sales drop by 1.4%, and it’s clear
that bricks-and-mortar stores urgently need to catch up with
online to have a hope of surviving into the era of the digital
shopper. But what if in-store shopping could harness the changing
ways that consumers are choosing to shop and emerge stronger
than ever?
The ubiquity of personal mobile devices has played a huge role
in influencing consumer behaviour; shoppers are just a few
keystrokes away from finding detailed product informa!on,
personalised deals and even comparing prices between rival
retailers. It’s for this reason that retailers need to be aiding
consumers’ experiences in ways that are actually relevant to
their naturally evolving shopping habits.
Making intelligent recommenda!ons in real !me
Oﬀers, vouchers and !mely seasonal and personalised incen!ves
are a ma%er of course online – every morning, customers can
expect to open a slew of emails beckoning them to retailers’
websites to cash in a “20% oﬀ” code, or a members-only flash
sale. Personalisa!on so#ware has become so sophis!cated in
recent years that customers can enjoy pre-emp!ve nudges via
email to re-order their favourite shampoo just before their current
bo%le is likely to run out.
Now compare this to your average bricks-and-mortar shop during
the peak of sales season – there is a physical crush from crowds of
hundreds of shoppers urgently trying to si# through disorganised
piles of merchandise, which has long ago lost any semblance of
order. And personalised oﬀers? Forget it – it’s up to you to figure
out which aisle to visit. Didn’t you bring your shopping list?
Clearly, in-store retail has a very long way to go un!l it catches up
with the eﬀortless online experience. But the key, once again, lies
in the most powerful weapon a customer can wield – their own
mobile device.
Con!nuing a dialogue with shoppers – even a"er they’ve
le" the store
The key to keeping a shopper in the ‘buying mindset’ is to
maintain a level of dialogue with them even once they’ve le#
the store. If a retailer knows a customer has already looked at a
coﬀee machine on two separate occasions via their website, it’s
safe to assume they’re in the market for one. But if they visit your
physical store and s!ll don’t take the plunge, they may need one
final push.
This could come in the form of a triggered piece of content like an
oﬀer, or even an ar!cle about the top 10 best coﬀee machines as
rated by other customers. By looking at a customer’s purchase
history and previous behaviour – both in-store and online –
retailers can be%er personalise the in-store experience.
Timely, contextual oﬀers served via the customer’s own mobile
device as they pass by par!cular items – for example, knowing
they might want the matching pillowcase set to go with the duvet
cover they bought last month – will help retailers replicate the
personal touch that cookies have allowed their online
counterparts to do.

Assisted selling
Online shopping has drama!cally increased the level of detail
customers expect about a product before they feel comfortable
with buying it; product pages on retailers’ websites are awash
with granular informa!on about a product’s materials, abili!es,
warranty and so on – even the most enthusias!c shop assistant
can’t compete with that.
But equipped with informa!on not available in-store – such as
customer reviews and product videos that can make or break a
purchase decision – shop assistants are able to once again be
genuinely useful to the customer.

Facilita!ng be#er self-checkout
Queuing is frustra!ng and tedious, and the solu!on for retailers
looking to futureproof their stores may be to do away with the
idea of fixed !lls altogether – in the near future, customers will be
able to pay for items wherever they are in a shop using their own
mobile device.
Several retailers are already rolling out mobile payments in-store,
and I think in a few years’ !me the idea of queueing will seem like
a distant, dusty memory. Pu&ng the power to pay into shoppers’
hands – literally – will mean less wai!ng, and boosted sales.

“To future-proof stores, [the solu!on] may be to
do away with the idea of fixed !lls altogether”
Impulse buys are rife online – Amazon’s ‘other customers also
bought this item’ feature, for example, is a dream upselling tool.
Mobile self-checkout oﬀers the opportunity for retailers to
replicate this in physical stores. If a customer is buying a coﬀee
machine, serve a message sugges!ng they buy the matching milk
jug and thermometer, and oﬀer direc!ons to where they can be
found in-store. Be%er yet, give them a one-click purchase op!on
and have a sales assistant bring it straight to them – it’s all about
convenience.
In-store shopping isn’t perfect – queueing can be tedious, sales
can be stressful and the convenience factor of doing it online is
always temp!ng. However, when done well, the bricks-and-mortar
retail experience has several things going for it that the online
world cannot hope to replicate – the personal touch of a living,
human shop assistant; the ability to see and feel products in
person; the instant gra!fica!on of walking out of the door with
a shiny new purchase without having to wait days for delivery.
If retailers embrace technology and take inspira!on from the
online shopping experience, physical shops will be around for
many years to come.
…
Peter Veash is CEO of The BIO Agency, London, UK
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Nørgård Mikkelsen
Innova!on is the key to growth
for the brands of the future
In former !mes, brand marks would proudly occupy the top
slot on the supermarket shelves. They were pres!ge products
providing the customers with a sense of buying the right stuﬀ and
the confidence that they would get a certain quality. Nowadays, the
branded goods are to increasing extents being ousted by the chains'
own brands. In the beginning, these products would sneak onto the
bo%om shelves as discount products or cheaper me-too alterna!ves
to genuine brands.

“Own brands have become valid and well-designed
alterna!ves”
These days, the chains' own brands have become valid and welldesigned alterna!ves; and, covering all aspects from discount to
organic and premium, they provide the consumers with an
opportunity to select products of the exact quality and at precisely
the price which they require. Though represen!ng a threat to brand
suppliers, it also cons!tutes an opportunity for suppliers to revitalise
their brands and reinvent themselves.
The requirement is unequivocal: “Deliver value! Or else you're out
on your ear”. Value may be created by delivery of such brand-mark
exper!se that is far beyond the grasp of any chain's own brands:
namely the ability to create dynamism in the innova!on category.
The chains may have bi%en oﬀ more than they can chew, for, even
though chains are becoming increasingly sharper, it is diﬃcult to be
specialised within the many and varied categories and products in
which they have involved themselves. For, in the nature of things,
product development frequently proves to be a resource-hungry
process, requiring considerable expert know-how. Thus, innova!on
is the way to go for a number of brands – and this is where agencies
are in a unique posi!on to prove that they are worth their salt.

To an agency such as Nørgård Mikkelsen, having more than 40
years' experience within the development of food concepts and
holding a posi!on among the largest packaging designers in
Denmark, this is a marvellous opportunity to prove that the agency
of the future will not be restricted to the delivery of adver!sements
and television spots. We have knowledge about trends and
consumers; and we are qualified sparring partners having the
means to contribute to the crea!on of such innova!on as will drive
the brands of the future.
One producer of branded products, who works targeted with
innova!on for the purpose of genera!ng addi!onal value and
diﬀeren!a!ng itself from its compe!tors, is Kohberg – a Danish
giant within the bread-making industry. In our capacity as Kohberg's
agency, we par!cipated in the implementa!on of a revitalisa!on of
the en!re product programme. The project was aimed at phasing
out the generic concepts and at the development of relevant, new
products to be based on insight into pronounced consumer
demands – or into demands of which the consumers were, as yet,
unaware. We thus analysed the market with focus on 2 things:

• to spot such strong trends as were yet to be exploited within the
category of bread,
• to define precisely what the customers were already demanding
but which, in fact, they did not consider to be op!mally covered
within the category.
We carried out a comprehensive market survey for Kohberg which
proved our assump!on that, in general, Danish consumers had no
strong a&tudes towards the choice of their ordinary rye bread. One
thing, however, was of decisive importance for the type of bread
they would choose: namely the content of bread grain. This marked
the take-oﬀ of a whole new series, 100% focused on a high content
of bread grain and launched under the name Kernegodt – roughly
translated into 'great on grain'. The series, comprising 6 new bread
and bun types – all extra rich in bread grain, was developed while
a number of less dis!nctly defined product-programme varie!es
were discon!nued. We developed new packaging which clearly
communicated the idea behind and the relevance of the product.
The campaign was backed by shop ac!vi!es, by recipes and
inspira!on features on the internet, and by intense campaigns on
na!onal television. Comparing sales of the new bread types with
the out-phased ones, the outcome shows the new bread to have
more than twice the market share. And it is not only sales figures
which have moved. Also the consumers' a&tude to Kohberg is
undergoing a most posi!ve development: Kohberg ranks highest
in top-of-mind awareness and – to a much higher extent than its
compe!tors – the brand is considered to be innova!ve.
The consumers' sugar scare is a challenge to any bread producer.
Protein, on the other hand, is a strong trend – among ordinary
health-conscious consumers as among ambi!ous athletes of all
levels. In collabora!on with die!cians from Team Danmark (a talent
development organisa!on for Danish sportsmen and -women),
Kohberg set out to develop a series of bread and bun types targeted
at ac!ve people's need for protein throughout the day. This product
programme, named Ak!v Protein Brød (Ac!ve Protein Bread), got
a most well-known Danish swimmer, Jeane%e O%esen, as its
frontrunner. The name plus the seal of approval from an Olympic
gold medallist and an ins!tu!on working with the development
of top sports clearly communicate the product-programme's
USP whilst also indirectly stressing that bread – regardless of
carbohydrates – is a natural and valuable element in a healthy diet.
This combina!on equals a true winner that not only demonstrates
great sales performance: It is also instrumental in adding addi!onal
dynamism to the category.
We consider innova!on to be the solu!on for the brands. This will
facilitate both revitalisa!on and reinven!on of the brands resul!ng
in concepts which are not only more well defined but also more
relevant – concepts for which the customers will be willing to pay
extra. As for the chains, innova!ve brands will contribute to the
establishment of the chain's brand. We will come to see an
increasing trend where not all brands will be available everywhere,
and there will be varie!es adapted to the individual chain – thus
genera!ng a preference for the specific chain. With respect to the
consumers, innova!ve brands will add relevance and thus jus!fy
the increased price, because this way their demand will be met
by means with which private labels cannot compete.
…
Kasper Kjærsgaard Jensen is Client Director at Nørgård Mikkelsen,
Copenhagen, Denmark
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Lick
The ‘last three feet’ stepping up
to take centre stage
Before we get up close and personal within the envelope of
‘the last three feet’, it’s worthwhile stopping, to take stock of
the challenges and opportuni!es facing both retailers and brands
today. In analysis of some modern day conundrums, we will revisit
recognised truths and apply some long held wisdom, to draw out
best prac!ces and highlight the right tools for an eﬀec!ve
marke!ng strategy.
The challenges
The vying for a%en!on and standout on the high street, within
category, at the shelf edge, or facing any point-of-purchase, has
never been greater. What makes the quest for salience appear
even more unassailable, is the mind boggling prolifera!on of
marke!ng space, that is increasingly available. This new
mediascape has an unpredictable quality in a rapidly changing
world of media consump!on. It oﬀers, the old tried and trusted
channels, the dawn of media interconnec!vity, and the emergence
of new channels, fed by a voracious demand for next genera!on
technology. By way of example here, Aldous Huxley had a good
stab at this brave new world, and his predicted ‘feelies’ are as
good as upon us, with the likes of the newly launched Oculus
Touch, now in the consumers hands. Every advance broadens the
marke!ng horizon. This increase in the volume of communica!ons
presents one of the main dilemmas to hit eﬀec!ve marke!ng
squarely on the twenty first century jaw. More space, more
diversity, more choice, more noise and more compe!!on.
It doesn’t stop there. Compounding the problem is the pace of
change, which it could be said, is accelera!ng even faster than
the trim styles of Lewis Hamilton’s beard. It has become barely
possible to draw breath and see the dust se%le, before a new
trend has come and gone. This speed of change possesses a
contextual challenge for the crea!on of communica!ons that can
s!ll resinate with the emo!onal past memories of the intended
recipient. The importance of emo!onal memory to achieve the
marketeers holy grail of cut-through, is a long iden!fied truth that
can not be underes!mated. To further illustrate the problem,
no ma%er what genera!on you belong to, everybody can conjure
up an iconic image of the fi#ies, six!es and seven!es, but try
and steal the show at a fancy dress party for the nine!es, and
we’re all star!ng to struggle beyond Liam Gallagher’s parker
with Mancunian swagger or Sporty Spices's high kick. Try and
a%empt stereotyping the nough!es, and forget it! The fact that
contemporary life is becoming visually fractured is no great
revela!on, we can all acknowledge that it’s a very diﬀerent
world in which we inhabit today, than it was even yesterday.
Our capacity to process informa!on is being pushed to the
maximum. Media Dynamics, Inc. reveals that while a typical
adult’s daily media consump!on has grown from 5.2 hours in 1945
to 9.8 hours (or 590 minutes) currently, this has not been reflected in
a huge spike in ad exposure. So just how many marke!ng messages
do we see in a day? Recent studies suggest, depending on what’s
included, that message and brand “exposure” can range from
3,000 to 20,000. Those higher numbers not only include ads, but
also include every !me you pass by a label in a grocery store, all
the ads in your mailbox whether you see them or not, the label on
everything you wear, the condiments in your fringe, the cars on the
highway, etc.To summarise the challenges, life is rapidly moving on,
the world is becoming a smaller 'global village’. Simultaneously,
informa!on overload is expanding and coming at us faster, not
least thanks to the ‘internet of things’. the ‘internet of things’.

Out of this backdrop we have to recognise, that despite ever
manifes!ng change, one truth that remains constant, our human
capacity to receive, process and act on the informa!on and
influences that assault our senses incessantly.
The opportuni!es
Marketeers in this new ba%le arena for our a%en!on, do well
to take note of the science that lies behind the way our human
brain operates. Success in connec!ng and engaging consumers
sits at the intersec!on of psychology, marke!ng and the new
interconnec!vity presented by modern communica!on channels.
As choice and adver!sing messages proliferate exponen!ally, the
humble constraints of our 1000 trillion synapses, in most cases,
must be taken into account.

“Success in connec!ng and engaging consumers sits
at the intersec!on of psychology, marke!ng and the
new interconnec!vity presented by modern
communica!on channels.”
In order to get no!ced, every message needs to bypass the brains
amygdala. The amygdala func!ons as a policeman, patrolling
and guarding the emo!onal informa!on that we receive and
preven!ng sensory satura!on and ul!mately collapse. To achieve
the goal of breakthrough, the most potent trigger, is simply to
unlock an emo!onal memory. Proven and successful methods
have aided marke!ng through story telling and emo!ve experience
over ra!onal choice. Our purchase decisions are approximately
95% emo!onal and 5% ra!onal, irrespec!ve of item necessity.
Here’s where new technology can be applied most powerfully,
by exploi!ng bespoke immersive marke!ng pla'orms, such as,
pop-up marcoms, retailtainment, interac!ve experience, target
adver!sing and message personalisa!on.

The conclusions
As already highlighted, broadening adver!sing space gives rise to
a two fold challenge, where best to search for and find your target
consumer, and also how to best strike a meaningful conversa!on.
Todays brands are now aﬀorded an array of opportuni!es to target
their consumer, create cyclical conversa!ons and ever expanding
their content. The importance of the ‘last three feet' has reemerged once again, as increasingly centre stage and first-in-line
when it comes to building brand values, connec!ng to people and
leaving a las!ng emo!ve impression. Get the ‘last three feet’ right
and by its nature, it can become a place of in!macy, sparking a
las!ng rela!onship.
…
James Hale is the Group Crea!ve Director at Lick Crea!ve,
London, UK
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22squared
The death of the primary shopper
Retail lingo like “heads of household” and “primary shoppers”
have long been marke!ng shortcuts for iden!fying research
prospects, targe!ng loyalty eﬀorts and tracking success. And un!l
recently, these terms have usually been synonymous with moms.
Now, news headlines like “U.S. Fathers Are Rolling Up Their
Sleeves at Home” and “Supermarket Bromance” have prompted
some brands to chase new dad targets, shi#ing their focus to a
male stereotype.
Meanwhile, people’s networks are growing by the minute, and
all those voices of influence are no more than a swipe away. We
aren’t in the habit of making decisions in isola!on, because we
hardly ever have to. And with everything we’re juggling, we rarely
want to either.
So how is it then, we s!ll rely on iden!fying a single “primary
shopper” for targe!ng? Especially when it comes to household
products, which by defini!on will be shared. The ques!on we
should be asking is, how do diﬀerent households share decisions
and how can we make that process easier?
In my house, we pick up responsibility wherever we can because
we have to. I rely on my husband for those weeks when I can’t get
home in !me for errands. And he counts on me to no!ce when
we’re low on K-Cups or light bulbs so we remember to grab more.
If we didn’t work as a team, we’d have an empty pantry and
compromised sanity. And we don’t even have kids yet.
The idea of “team shopping” (the unspoken process of dividing
planning and shopping responsibili!es across a couple) was sparked
from real life anecdotes just like mine. We all do it, we just don’t
realize it. In a recent study, we learned that 76% of married parents
say they do all the grocery shopping and planning themselves,
when really 90% of their spouses take grocery trips, browse
coupons or make shopping lists. It’s no wonder shared shopping
apps haven’t taken oﬀ–people don’t know they need them.
We discussed this topic with Jonah Berger, Author of Contagious:
Why Things Catch On, and he reinforced the importance of
understanding and facilita!ng team decision-making: “How
can we create tools, where if one person is in the store, but
one person is at home, we make it easy for that connec!on to
happen?” (Currently, 38% of shoppers admit they call or text their
spouses from the store for help!) When we forget a secondary or
“second primary” shopper (aka the team), we risk fragmen!ng
the team’s share of wallet, or even souring a poten!al brand
rela!onship. Household responsibili!es are a source of pride –
a badge of honor – and being le# out of the process can lead to
feelings of guilt and disappointment. Not to men!on, shopping
can become habitual (vs. exploratory) when one person is
opera!ng on auto-pilot. For all these reasons, 63% of people
would shop with their spouses more o#en if they could.

Imagine the impact it could have if stores encouraged shoppers to
add their spouses into the mix, and be%er yet, customized oﬀers to
their team roles (e.g., I like deals and he likes experimen!ng, send
me coupons that can be shared in our app, and send him product
ideas that can be added to a shared wishlist). “When you’re
targe!ng at a household level, you really have to say, ‘What does
a household that has one of these people and one of those people
together look like?’ Our role should be understanding what people
are doing and giving solu!ons, whether hi-tech or low-tech,”
says Berger.

“Targe!ng Primary Shoppers makes no sense.
We live in a culture of influence, and nowhere
is shared responsibility more prevalent than
household purchase decisions.”

Marketers are so focused on ge&ng customer loyalty, we’ve
lost sight of the bigger picture–household loyalty. Our study
showed that couples who shop as an eﬀec!ve team are at least
20% more likely to love shopping in a given store. Shopping teams
are less rushed throughout the process, and two heads are likely
contribu!ng to new and more frequent purchases. For household
retailers and brands, it’s !me to think beyond gender stereotypes
and help the household unit func!on as a winning team. That’s
how we’ll take customer rela!onships to the next level.
…
Saya Heathco is VP, Group Strategy Director at 22squared in
Atlanta, GA, USA

Footer: 22squared surveyed 1000 adults in Feb. and July 2014, following qualita!ve
research with 20 couples in 5 states, and a real-!me poll of 298 adults. Qualified
respondents were married with children, and had an annual household income of
$50K+. For full report, visit 22squared.com/teamshopping.
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The Blueberry Wave
Do you have true brand loyalty, or are your
customers just collec!ng points?
To understand the diﬀerence between ‘loyalty’ and a ‘loyalty
scheme’, brands must clearly dis!nguish the gap between a
consumer’s emo!onal loyalty, and their purchasing experience.
If true loyalty is about a customer buying into a rela!onship over
and above a transac!on, then loyalty schemes are about
‘purchase loyalty’ rather than ‘brand loyalty’.
Marke!ng Managers may look at the number of ‘likes’ for their
scheme on Facebook and think they’ve achieved loyalty, but in
most cases, consumers will ‘unlike’ you when the deal or incen!ve
is over, because they have never had an a%achment to your brand.
But loyalty schemes do have a clear role to play, and that role is
fundamentally about recogni!on and rewards. A busy young mum
might save up her Tesco Clubcard points and take her kids to
Legoland for the day; but as we’ve learned, that doesn’t mean
she’s loyal to Tesco - she’s loyal to the Clubcard scheme, because
it has delivered something of value to her personally – a reward –
and this has created a pleasurable experience.
And that’s what a great loyalty scheme is about; recogni!on and
reward. Consumers need to feel they’ve got the best deals, that
they’re ‘savvy shoppers’, and most of all, that they’re recognised
and valued as a customer. Boots are great at this; their Advantage
Card scheme is the most generous on the high street, frequently
oﬀering their customers double or triple points on purchases.
There are several reasons why the Advantage Card scheme works
so well; it’s easy to use, everything is contained on your card, it’s
great value and you can see how many points you have. But more
than that, Boots genuinely protect their customers and their
rela!onship with the Advantage Card, whereas other brands will
plunder the rela!onship for everything it’s worth and constantly
try to sell you everything.
As well as rewarding custom, loyalty schemes also have a role to
play with more ‘risk averse’ consumers who are inclined to stay
with a par!cular brand because it’s safe and they’re not
adventurous in their buying habits; in these cases, incen!visa!on
and purchase oﬀers could be a powerful way to break these
habits.

“When you oﬀer a reward scheme, make it relevant
to your audience”
But loyalty schemes don’t have to follow the ‘points win prizes’
concept; Waitrose, for example, don’t oﬀer a collectables
programme, but they reward their customers with a free coﬀee
and paper if they’re signed up to the My Waitrose scheme, while
luxury online gi# emporium The Handpicked Collec!on sent their
customers thank you gi#s of chocolate. These gestures are about
the ‘surprise and delight’ element, which makes customers feel
great about their shopping choices.

Brands must also be constantly aware of the barriers to the
success of their schemes; if a scheme is too complicated to use or
understand, doesn’t have any personal benefits to the consumer,
neglects to acknowledge them as an individual, or takes too long
to collect rewards, the scheme will fail. It takes real commitment
over both the short and the long term to deliver something of
value to both par!es.
But it isn’t just loyalty schemes where brands are failing to
leverage their customer’s a%en!on. Look at airlines and travel
companies; they have the greatest opportunity by far to drive
loyalty. Their customers aren’t transient, they’re in the hands of
their holiday company for days, weeks or even months. Whilst
these companies might run a single customer sa!sfac!on survey
when their customers are on their way back from a holiday, they
miss the opportunity to develop a rela!onship with their customers.
That’s why personalisa!on is so important. How many !mes
have we experienced giving a company our informa!on, only to
be spammed with oﬀers or products that are totally irrelevant?
Marke!ng is s!ll done in segments and trends rather than by
individuals, and that seems a tremendous waste of personal
informa!on. What’s the purpose in collec!ng informa!on about
your customer if you’re not going to leverage it?
When you oﬀer a reward scheme, make it relevant to your
audience. A great shopping experience is all about people feeling
good about the decisions they’ve made and again that comes
back to personalisa!on, and recognising that everyone is unique.
Brands could be%er increase their loyalty scheme take-up by
actually asking consumers what would make them loyal, whether
it’s a collectable points scheme, treats and experiences or
discount vouchers.
Increasingly, brands are seeking specialist support from companies
like Blueberry Wave who can act as anthropologists and actually
interpret their consumer’s behaviours, needs and desires, enabling
brands to think over and above the virtual parapet of in-aisle
discounts and short-term points schemes, and ul!mately forge
a be%er rela!onship with the people who buy their products.
Loyalty, in the true meaning of the word – loyalty to your partner,
to your kids, to the people and places and things that mean the
most to you – are deeply ingrained into your psyche, and it’s
the same with brands; you pop into the supermarket and
automa!cally put a box of Twinings Tea into your trolley without
even thinking about it. Real loyalty is loyalty that’s working at an
unconscious level; and when brands achieve that, they’ll have
your custom for life.
…
Pamela Bath is Director of The Blueberry Wave,
Gloucestershire, UK

Whatever method brands use to create rewards, many are
repeatedly failing to leverage their reward schemes in order
to forge a real bond with their consumers; instead, they are
defaul!ng to a ‘transac!onal loyalty’. Once they have the
consumer’s a%en!on, brands must think suﬃciently far ahead to
ascertain how they’re going to translate these short-term rewards
into an overall experience; build a trus!ng and las!ng rela!onship.
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IdeasXMachina
Good adver!sing doesn’t need adver!sing
This commitment to win-win adver!sing can be applied to our
other campaigns as well. With the Ulalammm Telegram Ulam
campaign, we were able to show how harnessing Filipinos’ love
for social media can make a diﬀerence.
In 2013, Typhoon Yolanda slammed into the Visayas region
devasta!ng ci!es and killing over 6,000 people. The supertyphoon
not only damaged homes and buildings, but also farmlands and
food stores. The people of Visayas were le# without resources.
In !mes of tragedy, Filipinos come together and the dona!ons
started to pour in.
In this world there are only two things that Filipinos take seriously:
Karaoke and Manny Pacquiao. Everything else can be forgiven.
This is the a&tude that IXM takes in its day-to-day opera!ons.
Though we have earned the !tle of the Philippines’ “Independent
Agency of the Year” we like to pretend that that award is s!ll an
una%ainable goal rather than a fond memory. We do this to keep
our pluck and charm, but also to sneak the !tle into this opening
paragraph.
See what we did there? Adver!sing.
IXM likes to keep people on their toes, but at the end of it all,
there is nothing we like more than to be—excuse the basketball
terminology—the perfect assist-man. The slam-dunk should be
our client’s; we just want to help them get there. There is nothing
we love more than a win-win: adver!sing that we feel good about,
but also achieves our client’s goals.
With the eﬀec!ve launch of Tropicana CocoQuench, Pepsi-Cola
Products Philippines, Inc. re-established a significant presence
everywhere but in Filipino public schools. So Pepsi and IXM sat
down to discuss how to access that market.
The product was Nutriklim Sips, an aﬀordable milk drink. In the
Philippines, the ready-to-drink milk market is very compe!!ve, but
the Sips team on the IXM side was so confident in the product that
their recommenda!on was not to adver!se.
At first it might seem like a revolu!nary move, but this kind of
turnaround is what IXM is all about. Instead of a tradi!onal ad
campaign, the team decided that this product needed something
ac!va!on-centric. So we executed a campaign based around a
Sips Care-a-van at elementary schools providing SIPS products,
ac!vi!es, and nutri!on lectures.
The Nutriklim Sips team targeted 200 public schools and brought
them the Care-a-van. The Care-a-van conducted lectures for
parents on how to prepare snacks-on-a-budget without sacrificing
nutri!on and flavor. Meanwhile, students enjoyed educa!onal
ac!vi!es and thousands of boxes of SIPS were handed out by
Sippy the elephant mascot.
The return on investment was well beyond expecta!ons.
Nutriklim Sips has become a part of pre-made lunch “trays”
and has sold 2.5 million packs in 6 months despite limited
distribu!on. Target for average monthly sales for the test year
was reached in 4 months, we exceeded sales target by 5.6 !mes
from an 18% direct marke!ng investment, and Sips reached
238,000 public elementary students in a span of only 41 school
days. But just as importantly, the IXM-Pepsi Co. Philippines team
was able to help create an aﬀorable, nutri!ous alterna!ve to
sugary soda for school children: win-win.

IXM’s client, Ulalammm was sending millions of pesos worth of
instant food to the region. At IXM’s sugges!on, they included a
li%le extra: upli#ing messages. The Philippines has the highest
consump!on of social media in the world, so we started a
campaign where “likes” on Facebook translated to dona!ons
from Ulalammm, and on each pack of Ulalammm we printed
the comments made by Filipino ne!zens.
Messages like: “We are all thinking and
praying for you!!”and “The Filipino spirit
is water proof.” We wanted to provide the
vic!ms more than just goods; we wanted
to give them hope.
IXM CEO Third Domingo says: “To this day,
I think it’s our cleverest idea.”
The Telegram Ulam Campaign propelled Ulalammm to top-ofmind, it reached 2 million people in just 7 days; the goal was
to ease suﬀering during this calamity. But more important than
that quota, the people who needed it the most were asking for
Ulalammm specifically because they wanted to read the messages.
Those li%le bits of paper made the people of Tacloban smile – the
true measure of a successful campaign.

“We can feel guilty about selling the product
we were told to sell”
Yes, the primary goal was selling Ulalalamm, but if we were able
to ease suﬀering as well, we’ll take it. The truth is, when it comes
down to the bo%om line, good ideas are those that benefit the
public and the adver!sing team. And that’s the true meaning of
a win-win, a slam-dunk: At IXM we want to do our part to remind
people that ads don’t always have to be about selling products.
Adver!sing can also be about good ideas, changing peoples’
minds, or li#ing their spirits. Adver!sing can make the world
a be%er, happier place if you let it.
…
Snow Schnabel is a Copywriter at IdeasXMachina,
Manila, Philippines
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Allen & Gerritsen
Just like the family dinner table, shopper
marke!ng needs more face-to-face !me
Many Supermarket Category Managers and Food Manufacturer
Marketers understand the importance of strategic shopper
marke!ng programs. Whether it’s center aisle or perimeter aisle
products, o#en the goals are the same. Marketers con!nue to
data mine consumer purchasing behaviour to establish pa%erns
of opportunity to drive repeat purchases, increase basket size or
generate trial.
The abundance of shopping behavior data is mind-boggling when
properly data-mined between loyalty program data and consumer
geo-targeted purchasing trend or demographic data. But this o#en
s!ll falls short of desired outcomes when shopper marke!ng is le#
on its own. It’s common for supermarket chains and na!onal food
manufacturers to run na!onal or chain specific loyalty-based
targeted programs and fall short of desired redemp!ons.
It’s common for these programs to redeem less than 20%
(or some!mes as low as 8-10%) for consumer-friendly cash
register receipt programs and on-pack IRC coupons.

“Shopper marke!ng is about understanding customer
need and providing a customized experience.”
At Allen & Gerritsen we believe a significant reason these
programs under-deliver – even when personalized – is simply
because of how cold and impersonal they are. The oﬀers may be
(increasingly) smart, but they’re s!ll delivered via paper and/or
digitally. This may work for large corporate brands willing to suﬀer
marginal redemp!on rates for marginal returns, but what if the
very prospect of such marke!ng programs is counterintui!ve to
your brand?
Our client, Dietz & Watson, is a fourth genera!on, family-owned
and operated company headquartered in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. The family has been making premium meats and
ar!san cheeses since 1939, and today the brand oﬀers more than
400 products that can be found at the finest supermarkets and
neighborhood delis throughout the United States and the world.
It’s the personal care and a%en!on to detail – bordering on
obsession – that goes into the quality of their product that
dis!nguishes Dietz from other brands. Their personal mo%o is:
“If it isn’t good enough for our family table, it isn’t good enough
for yours”. This ethos extends to the thousands of Dietz employees,
wholesalers, distributors and retailers. The no!on of real people
making real food appeals to consumers’ increasing demand for
transparency and accountability. The food should be delicious, but
it also needs to meet these rising standards to validate spending
more money than you typically would at retail.
So when your brand is family, the need for face-to-face
engagement is a prerequisite to driving shopper marke!ng
programs to success. O#en, I hear face-to-face is too expensive,
too complicated, or not scalable. This isn’t true depending on
how you engage, how your programs are structured and most
importantly how the program is integrated and focused on
ul!mate program success.

The biggest hurdle to designing a successful program is being
realis!c with program metric se&ng and remaining true to the
consumer’s behavior pa%erns. The importance of engagement
execu!on can’t be over-emphasized. So many consumers have
been to supermarkets, big box & club stores only to be
underwhelmed by unmo!vated sampling staﬀ. Improper
engagement execu!on falls short in every way you can imagine.
Crea!ve face-to-face consumer engagement can be designed to
extend shopper marke!ng programs. These programs can be
in-store, in the parking lot or in-market depending on how
they’re formulated.
For Dietz & Watson, the business was expanding rapidly, with
deeper penetra!on into key markets all across the United States.
Yet as the brand scaled, we wanted consumers to recognize that
Dietz was focused on real people making real food, and wanted
to celebrate that obsessive devo!on to quality and cra#.
So, we created The Dietz & Watson “Four Genera!ons of Flavor”
food truck tour, and took that experience on the road. We spent
7 months targe!ng 27 carefully selected ci!es across the U.S.,
making 270 event stops along the way. At each stop, consumers
were entertained by a chef who engaged in a cooking
demonstra!on and were encouraged to sample food that was
local to that market and targeted per local store data. Shopper
marke!ng programs extended the program a#er the tour moved
to the next city. Retailer-specific shopper marke!ng programs
typically were structured as products for a deal price or !ed into
other complimentary products. Examples included “Buy one half
pound of deli meat and one half pound of cheese for a sale price”
or “Buy one pound of deli meat and one pound of cheese and get
free rolls.”
As the tour traveled the country, Dietz & Watson retailers noted
direct same store li# that could be a%ributed to the food truck
and its suppor!ng digital and social media eﬀorts. Making our
“Four Genera!ons of Flavor” Food Truck Tour so successful it’s
now a component of every new market or banner launch plan
moving forward.
Shopper marke!ng, whether at the deli counter or on the road,
is about understanding customer need and providing a customized
experience. But it doesn’t stop there. There’s our Instagrampowered Beats by Dr. Dre Holiday Tree. And the work we’re
doing with a na!onal C-Store chain to employ RFID technology
to provide customized oﬀers the minute you enter a loca!on.
At A&G, we believe there’s no limit to how, when and where
a brand can make an impact.
…
Chris Donnelly is Senior Vice President of Brand Experience at
Allen + Gerritsen, Boston, MA, USA
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If you are a marketer and would like impar!al advice on how
leading shopper marke!ng expert independent agencies
could help you, contact
Julian Boulding
Tel: +44 (0)20 7240 7117
julian.boulding@thenetworkone.com

if you work for a leading independent shopper marke!ng
agency and would like to connect with great agency
partners in other countries, contact
Paul Squirrell
Tel: +44 (0)20 7240 7117
paul.squirrell@thenetworkone.com
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